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ACT ENGTISH PRACTICE TEST 2

ENGLISH TEST

45 Minutes-71 Questions

DIRECTIONS: ln the passages that follow, some words
and phrases are underlined and numbered. ln the answer
column, you will find alternatives for the words and
phrases that are underlined. Choose the alternative that
you think is best, and fill in the corresponding bubble
on your answer sheet. lf you think that the original ver-
sion is best, choose'NO CHANGE," which will always
be either answer choice A or F. You will also find ques-
tions about a particular section of the passage or the

entire passage. These questions will be identified by
either an underlined and numbered portion or a num-
ber in a box. Look for the answer that clearly expresses
the idea, is consistent with the style and tone of the
passage, and makes the correct use of standard writ-
ten English. Read the passage through once before
answering the questions. For some questions, you should
read before and beyond the indicated portion before you
answer.

PASSAGE I

The following paragraphs may or may not be in the
most Iogical order. You may be asked questions about
the logical order of the paragraphs, as well as where to
place sentences logically within any given paragraph.

Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo: Portuguese Explorer

tll
Just off the tip of Point Loma, San Diego, California,

1

the Cabrillo National Monument sits. The monument,
I

with its fourteen-foot-high statue, of Portuguese explorer
2

Juan Rodrfguez Cabrillo, is a striking commemoration of
2

an important event in American history. But few today know

much about the man, which is honored there.
3

t2l

His was the first European expedition to what later

became the U.S. west coast. Cabrillo was Portuguese, while
4

as a young man, he joined the Spanish forces of the

conquistador Herndn Cort6s in the conquest of Mexico.

1. A. NO CHANGE
B. The Cabrillo National Monument sits in San Diego,

Califomia, just off the tip of Point Loma.
C. Just off the tip of Point Loma, sits the Cabrillo

National Monument in San Diego, Califomia.
D. In San Diego, just off the tip of Point Loma,

Califomia, sits the Cabrillo National Monument.

2. E NOCHANGE
G. fourteen-foot-high statue of Portuguese explorer

Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo,
H. fourteen-foot-high statue of Portuguese, explorer

Juan Rodrfguez Cabrillo,
J. fourteen-foot-high statue of Portuguese explorer,

Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo,

3. A. NOCHANGE
B. man who
C. man that
D. man, who

4. E NOCHANGE
G. Cabrillo was Portuguese, therelbre
H. Cabrillo was Portuguese, but
J. Cabrillo was Porluguese, moreover

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Soon becoming a conquistador himself and ultimately
5

set sail on an exploration up the Pacilic Coast in search of
6

trade opportunities.

t3l

EI Every October, a festival commemorates Cabrillo

with a reenactment of his landing at San Diego Bay. Local

San Diegans and tourists enjoy Portuguese, Mexican, and

indigenous food, music, and dancing in celebration of

Cabrillo's historic discovery.

t41

Today, Cabrillo's statue overlooks a scenic public park.

The view encompasses San Diego's harbor and skyline;

on clear days, a glance to the south reveals the Tijuana

coastline. Starting in December and continuing through

March, visitors can watch grey, whales, migrate south to
8

their breeding grounds off the coast of Baja, Mexico, and

back up again to their summer feeding area in the Arctic

Ocean.

t5l

Cabrillo's journey begins in what is now Acapulco,
I

Mexico, and ended far to the north at the Russian River in

northern California. Despite its historical importance,

Cabrillo's expedition was not a universal success.
10

For example, none of his place names have survived.

Cabrillo initially named the San Diego area after

San Miguel (St. Michael)-the area received its current
lt

name when it was surveyed in 1602. He also missed the

discovery of San Francisco Bay. It is famous for the
t2

Golden Gate Bridge. Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo never profited
12

A. NOCHANGE
B. He soon became one
C. Cabrillo soon became a conquistador himself
D. Cabrillo soon became one himself

F:, NO CHANGE
G. set sail to explore the Pacific Coast
H. set sail on exploring up the Pacific Coast
J. set sail on Pacific Coast exploration

Which of the following sentences would be the most
effective introductory sentence for Paragraph 2?
A. Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo landed at San Diego Bay

on September 28. 1542.
B. Honor is very important to the Portuguese.
C. San Diego sits at the southwestern tip of the

continental United States.
D. Most exploration of the Paciflc Coast was done by

Spaniards.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

8. F. NO CHANGE
G. watch grey, whales
H. watch grey whales,
J. watch grey whales

A. NOCHANGE
B. began
C. is beginning
D. has begun

F. NOCHANGE
G. a total and universal success
H. an entirely complete success
J. absolutely a universal success

Which of the following alternatives to the underlined
portion would be LEAST acceptable?
A. San Miguel (St. Michael); however, the area
B. San Miguel (St. Michael), the area
C. San Miguel (St. Michael). The area
D. San Miguel (St. Michael); the area

E. NO CHANGE
G. Famous for the Golden Gate Bridge.
H. The Golden Gate Bridge was built there.
J. OMIT the underlined portion.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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from his exploration of California. During the expedition,

on November 23, 1542, Cabrillo slipped on a rock,

fracturing his shin. The injury worsened, and Cabrillo died

of gangrene the following January.
13

13. The best placement for the underlined portion
would be:
A. where it is now.
B. before the word injury.
C. after the word died.
D. before the word Cabrillo.

Questions 14 and 15 ask about the preceding passage

as a whole.

14. Which of the following concluding statements would
most effectively restate the main focus of the essay?
F. A true adventurer, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo epito-

mized the sixteenth-century spirit of discovery.
G. A true visionary, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo exem-

plifi ed the sixteenth-century artist.
H. A true gentleman, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo typified

the spirit of scholarship of his age.
J. A true Spaniard, Juan Rodrfguez Cabrillo embod-

ied the European exploitation of indigenous
people.

15. Which of the following sequences of paragraphs makes
the essay most logical?
A. NOCHANGE
B.1,3,2,4,5
c.4,1,2,3,5
D. 1,2, 5, 4,3

PASSAGE II

The Chinese New Year

Every winteq the Chinese New Year-a major holiday for

ethnic Chinese-is celebrated intemationally. Many

Westerners were familiar with the Chinese New Year
16

because of the 12-year cycle of animals in the Chinese

zodiac. Each year has a representative animal: rat, ox, tiger,

rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, monkey, rooster, dog, or

pig. The animal is honored at New Year celebrations and is

thought to give its characteristics by the coming year.

11

16. E
G.
H.
J.

NO CHANGE
are
have been
becoming

t7. A.
B.
C.
D.

NO CHANGE
to
into
OMIT the underlined portion.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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The characteristics are also shared by anyone bom

during that year, yet that is why the animals are 18. R NO CHANGE
rr G. but this

H. that
J. which

usually often compared to the Greek zodiac symbols 19. A. NO CHANGE
rs B. more times than not

C. generally often
D. often

that are being used in astrology. 20. E NO CHANGE
20 G. being Put to use

H. that use
J' used

The New Year is a major holiday in Chinese culture, and 21. A. NO CHANGE
2l B. has been

C. are
D. was

for major holidays' the Chinese use a lunar calendar to 22. E NO CHANGE
22 G. holiday's

measure time. This is different from the Gregorian calendar H. holidays
J. holidays's

established in Western societies, which tracks time based on

Earth's revolution around the sun. Solar calendars count

the days in a month; lunar calendars tracking the phases of 23. A. NO CHANGE
23 B. are tracking

the moon. The two do not align, thus the Chinese New Year C. tracked
D. track

does not correspond to a specific date on the Western 24. F. NO CHANGE
24 G. by

H. for
J' within

calendar. The holiday is usually calculated to fall on the

second new moon after the winter solstice. In practical

terms, the New Year can begin any time between Jantary 22

and February 20.

The New Year festival usually lasts two weeks, beginning

on the first day of the first lunar month of the Chinese

calendar and ending on the fifteenth day. Traditionally,

different activities are practiced each day. Most of the

traditions honor family and ensure good fortune for the 25. Which of the following alternatives to the underlined
25 portion would be LEAST acceptable?

A. guarantee
B. secure
C. perform
D. promise

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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coming year. Families visit with their elders, and everyone

enjoys special meals consisting of tasty, traditional fare.
26

According to Chinese mythology, the coming of the New

Year coincides with the arrival of a monster that appears

each year to eat whatever humans it can find. The monster is

frightened away by loud noises and the color red. Therefore,

fireworks, and red decorations became popular at New
2'.7

Year's celebrations. Today, these same traditions are thought

to ward off evil spirits and encourage good luck. Chinese

people also spread good luck in giving red envelopes
28

containing money to children and young, unmarried adults.

The envelopes often have gold lettering representing wealth.

By comparison, all people, Chinese or not, can relate to this
29

aspiration. @

Given that all the choices are true, which one would
best conclude the sentence while helping readers
visualize the holiday meal?
F. NO CHANGE
G. that can take many hours or even days to prepare.
H. because family members may live great distances

apart.
J. because Chinese people hold food in high esteem.

A. NOCHANGE
B. fireworks and red decorations,
C. fireworks, and red decorations,
D. fireworks and red decorations

2E. F. NOCHANGE
G. on
H. for
J. bv

29. A. NOCHANGE
B. Certainly,
C. Nevertheless,
D. Therefore,

30. Given the writer's discussion of the Chinese New Year
rituals in this paragraph, would the following sentence
appropriately conclude the paragraph?

When was the last time you had everything you
wanted?

F. Yes, because the paragraph starts by discussing
the origin of Chinese New Year well-wishing
and narrows its focus to just one, the wish for
abundance.
Yes, because the paragraph starts by discussing one
myth and broadens its topic to mention others.
No, because the sentence unexpectedly shifts the
subject of the paragraph from a discussion of a
Chinese New Year tradition to a direct question
about the condition of the reader.

J. No, because it is a rhetorical question that the
reader does not have sufficient information to
answer.

26.

27.

G.

H.

PASSAGE III

Ireland: Worth the Tlip

tll
If you ever have the chance, plan a visit to Ireland.

This lovely island nation is small-with just over
3l

four million inhabitants, but warmly inviting to locals
3l

and strangers alike.

31. A. NO CHANGE
small, with just over four million inhabitants,
small. With just over four million inhabitants,
small with just over four million inhabitants

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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C.
D.
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tzt

[1] Despite being much farther north than the contiguous

United States, the Irish countryside is lush and green (thus

the name, "The Emerald Isle"), and the temperature rarely

dips below freezrng, even in the middle of winter. [2] The

island even has small palm trees growing along its coast! [3]

Ireland is located in the northern reaches of the Atlantic

Ocean. [4] However, thousands of years of cultivation

have left few large trees in Ireland. Instead, rolling fields

of grass dotted with sheep cover the sparsely populated

hillsides. E

t3l

Away from the cities, small villages with few inhabitants
33

are connected by one- and two-lane roads called boreens

(from the Gaelic for "little road"). Vehicles and pedestrians

are protected from Atlantic winds by six-foot stone walls

that line both sides of the boreens. Delpite what the

greenery may suggest, Ireland has very rocky soil, and the

stones are collected from the local farmlands. Specially

trained masons fits the rocks together without usiri3j cutting

tools to shape them or mortar to hold them together,

constructing completely solid walls, strong enough to

withstand gale-force winter storms. 116l

t41

Although effective against the wind, stone walls are not

enough for protection inhabitants from the frequent, chilly
37

rain. To warm up and dry off, Irish people can stop by their

For the sake of the logic and coherence of this
paragraph, Sentence 3 should be placed:
F. where it is now.
G. before Sentence 1.

H. after Sentence l.
J. after Sentence 4.

A. NOCHANGE
B. Small villages away from the cities with few

inhabitants
C. Small villages, with few inhabitants away from the

cities
D. Small villages with few inhabitants

F. NOCHANGE
G. Because of
H. According to
J. Never mind

A. NOCHANGE
B. special
C. specialized
D. especially

Which of the following sentences, if added here, would
most logically conclude this paragraph?
F. Masons are an important part of Irish society.
G. Transportation is very important for local trade.
H. Irish rocks are sometimes exported to other coun-

tries.
J. In this way, far-flung communities are safely

connected to one another-

A. NO CHANGE
B. to protect
C. to protecting
D. by protecting

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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35.

36.

37.
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local pub. Pubs in Ireland qg different from bars in the

United States in that they serve a purpose beyond drinking.

Often a whole community, including children, will gather in

a pub for meals and conversation about the day's events.

Whether closely associated with alcohol, pubs can become
3S

famous for the quality of their "pub grub," the quick and

satisfying food that often include regional specialties such
40

as fresh local fish.

t5l

In the evening, pubs are also good places to hear local

musicians in full session. These open parties, called cy'llis,
4t

often involving energetic Irish dancing. Don't be surprised
4l

if you see signs advertising "good music and good craic."

(That's Irish slang for "fun!")

t6l

But anyway, I recommend a trip to Ireland. With
42

it's beautiful countryside and open hospitality, Ireland is
43

truly a treasure to discover.

38. F. NOCHANGE
G. is
H. were
J. theY're

A. NO CHANGE
B. Because
c. still
D. Although

F. NOCHANGE
G. including
H. includes
J. included

41. A. NOCHANGE
B. These are open parties---<al1ed c/i/is-which often

have involved energetic Irish dancing.
C. These open parties, called cdilis, often involve

energetic lrish dancing.
D. Called cdilts, these open parties are involving

energetic Irish dancing.

42. F. NOCHANGE
G. Ultimately, I would have to recommend
H. Despite all this, I would strongly suggest
J, I definitely recommend

43. A. NOCHANGE
B. one's
C. its
D. their

Questions 4445 ask about the preceding passage as

a whole-

44. The writer wishes to add the following sentence ln
order to give the reader advice about visiting Ireland:

Residents know that the most satisfying fare is
often served in unassuming surroundings.

The new sentence would best support and be placed at
the end of Paragraph:
F. 2.
G. 3.
H. 4.
J. 5.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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I
45. Suppose the editor of a newspaper had told the writer

of this essay to examine objectively the positive and
negative aspects of visiting Ireland. Does the essay
successfully fulfill the assignment?
A. Yes, because the writer focuses on Ireland's tightly

united communities.
B. Yes, because the author mentions Ireland's frequent

inclement weather and the problems it causes.
C. No, because the author gives a description of Irish

topography without cultural bias.
D. No, because the writer emphasizes the advantages

of visiting lreland and recommends doing so.

PASSAGE IV

French Learning

Every country has its own system for educating its

children; it's interesting to look at how another country
46

chose to do something as important as training the
4',7

next generation of young adults. Unlike the United

States, where individual states have control over

their schools, France represents an example of a
48

centralized system. The French Ministry of National
49

Education, Advanced Instruction and Research controls
49

course content and employs all teachers and staff. There

are other important difference as well.
50

Primary education in France is much as is education
5l

primarily in the United States, although all children in
51

France begin the first year with preschool. French public
52

preschools are free, and the teachers have the same

educational degrees and training as elementary-school

teachers. Elementary school proper begins with what

Americans would call kindergarten and continues through

46. E, NOCHANGE
G. to
H. for
J. with

47. A. NOCHANGE
B. is choosing to doing
C. choose to do
D, chooses to do

48. N NOCHANGE
G. is an example
H. examples
J. makes an example

49. A. NOCHANGE
B. National Education, Advanced, Instruction, and

Research
National Education, Advanced Instruction,
Research
National Education Advanced Instruction
Research

NO CHANGE
differences
different
differs

NO CHANGE
like the primary education is
similar to primary education
much like primary education is, essentially,

NO CHANGE
during the first year begin with preschool
preschool begin their first year
begin with preschool

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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and

50. E
G.
H.
J.

5I. A.
B.
C.
D.

52. E
G.
H.
J.
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the fifth grade. These years are split into three leaming

sequences: Cycle I (age two to four), Cycle II (elementary
53

years one through three), and Cycle III (elementary years

four through six). Children can pass within cycles based on

their age, but they have to master specific skills (for

example, reading and math) in order to advance.

Secondary schools called collDges cover the next four

years, from ages twelve to lifteen. By successfully

completing the collige curriculum, a student earns a brevet

des collDges, a sort of intermediate diploma that allows a

student to quit school legally. The system is designed so that

a student who quits traditional academic study can transfer

to another program, such as like a technical or vocational
54

school. Students in academics who are not interested
55

are strongly encouraged to transfer at this time.

Though the purpose of transferring is to reduce the
56

frustration of nonacademic students while freeing up

resources for the ones who remain. It's the student who

ultimately decides, however-any student with sufficient

grades are moving up to the next level or select an
5'7

alternate path.

Iycy'e, or high school, lasts for only three years. After the
58

first yeaq students are given the opportunity to choose an

area of concentration, which can be purely academic, such

as science or literature, or more applied, such as accounting

or marketing. Students do not have to pass any particular

exams to enter a specialization. They do, however, need the

approval of their teachers. If a teachers' committee does not

53. Which of the following alternatives to the underlined
portion would be LEAST acceptable?
A. series
B. classifications
C. events
D. developments

F. NOCHANGE
G. likely
H. such as

J. such as one offered by

The best placement for the underlined portion
would be:
A. where it is now.
B. after the word interested.
C. after the word who.
D, after the word trans{er.

F. NOCHANGE
G. The purpose
H. While, the purpose
J. The purpose, on the other hand,

A. NOCHANGE
B. has moved up
C. will have moved up
D. can move up

E NOCHANGE
G. or high school
H. or, high school
J. or high, school

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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feel a student has the knowledge, skills, and abilities to

succeed in a particular area, they will be redirected to

another concentration. 
s9

At the end of l1,cde, students sit for an exam called the

baccalauriat, or simply the bac, which is a combination

of an intensive critical-thinking skills assessments and

examinations covering the lycde curriculum. Once students

pass this final testing hurdle, they can be applied for college
60

admission.

59. A. NOCHANGE
B. it
C. you
D. the student

60. R NOCHANGE
G. will have applied
H. are applying
J. can apply

PASSAGEV

The Legend of Robin Hood: Fact or Fiction?

People who knew Robin Hood only through Hollywood
6t

movies might be a little surprised to discover that the

original stories are markedly more complicated. Robin Hood

may have robbed from the rich (as they were the ones
62

with the money, after all)-but did he give to the poor?
62

Not necessarily. There are other differences to reconcile,

as well.

The first records of Robin Hood are from the early

thirteenth century a few years after the reign of King John

(called "Prince John" in the legends). While it is possible

that there was a real historical figure at the heart of the

Robin Hood stories, many historians believe his existence

was unlikely. By 126l, "Robin Hood" becoming just a

63

generic term used to describe thieves and other common

criminals. By the fourteenth century more detailed legends

were being written down. Since then, Robin has been

portrayed in various lights: as a relentless do-gooder,

a pious gentleman, and even a treasonous murderer. Some

of these later legends, borrowed events from the lives of
64

61. A. NOCHANGE
B. knows
C. know
D. are knowing

62. The writer wants to classify Robin Hood's robbery
victims accurately. Given this purpose, which choice
would work best?
E, NO CHANGE
G. (whiie they were in their fancy houses)
H. (who made up the upper class in medieval

England)
J. OMIT the underlined portion.

63. A. NOCHANGE
B. becomes
C. had become
D. had became

N, NOCHANGE
G. legends borrowed
H. legends, borrowing
J. legends having borrowed

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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documented historical figures, but only beginning in the

nineteenth century does Robin Hood taKq to the role Ut. 
$: llP"?[**Ot

of savior of the poor and defender of righteousness. C. take by
D. take on

[1] Robin Hood's companions were not always who we

would expect, either. [2] As such characters as Will Scarlet 66. E, NO CHANGE
66 G. Moreover, such characters as

and Little John historically appear early, a female H. However, such characters as

J. Even though such characters as
companion would not have been socially acceptable

considering Robin Hood's outlaw lifestyle.

[3] Consequently, Robin Hood had no romantic interest in

the original tales. [4] Maid Marian did not appear with him

until the sixteenth century. [5] Marian, was dsrived from a U, 
$: il,.? L:fXSi*

very old legend in which she is a shepherdess character, was C. derives
D. derived

a late borrowing from the May Day festivals. [6] May Day,

a popular holiday in England, celebrates the beginning of

spring. [7] Eventually, though, the two were tied together 68. L NO CHANGE

and united. [8] Robin Hood celebrat"o ,n" our, ,llo fi: Xlll!$.t' 
being tied together'

68 J. united as if tied together.

Marian did in disparate works of literature. @ [9] 69. For the sake of logic and coherence of this paragraph,
Sentence 7 should be placed:
A. where it is now.
B. before Sentence 2.
C. before Sentence 5.
D. before Sentence 7.

Since Marian entered the legend, the character of Robin 70. F. NO CHANGE
'to G. So

Hood had already changed dramatically. He gained an H. By the time
J. Although

aristocratic title, Earl of Huntingdon, and began to represent

a legitimate kingship battling tyranny despotism with a good 71. A. NO CHANGE

measure or viotence. or.. *"no*.,,J,[o*"*r, ,n" Bc: 
lliXlll!X1''."di'#"il

D. tyrants with despots

savagery was shed, and what resulted was the charmingly 72. Ir. NO CHANGE
tz-- G. charm

charismatic outlaw so popular today. Robin Hood is, H. charming charisma.12 J. charming

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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after all, a literary creation, so the reader must accept him

and his exploits as fiction. Considering the real history of

the Middle Ages resisting the ruling class would have been
73

forbiddingly difficult and bloody, certainly not fodder for

children's stories. E

73. A. NOCHANGE
B. Middle Ages resist
C. Middle Ages, resisting
D. Middle Ages. Resisting

74. Given that all are true, which of the following sen-
tences, if inserted here, would best conclude this
paragraph?
E Robin Hood has always been a popular character.
G. Robin Hood's stories have had a lasting impact on

English literature.
H. While critics have not always valued Robin Hood's

legends, the character remains a staple of English
culture.

J. In reality, Robin Hood's best modem incamations
retain many of his fearsome qualities found in early
legends.

Question 75 asks about the preceding passage as

a whole.

75. Suppose the writer's goal had been to write a brief
descriptive essay about the evolution of the Robin
Hood tales. Would this essay fulfill that goal?
A. Yes, because the essay focuses on how Robin Hood

may never have existed.
B. Yes, because the essay focuses on how the Robin

Hood tales have been adapted over many centuries.
C. No, because the essay objectively describes how

changing times affect the plot and characterization
of the Robin Hood tales.

D. No, because the essay fails to show whether Robin
Hood actually stole from the rich to give to the
poor.

END OFTHE ENGLISHTEST
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